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The Doctored Note —
A Menace to Legitimate Collecting

By PETER HUNTOON

This feature is a summary version of Mr. Huntoon's other writings on the
subject of "doctored notes." Its publication here does not necessarily denote
approval or disapproval of his stance by the Society of Paper Money Collectors.
Opinions on this matter differ widely and are still fluid. Therefore, as editor of
this magazine, working for all members, I feel it is my duty to at least give
a hearing to Mr. Huntoon's views and then let the individual reader decide on
their merits for himself.

Barbara R. Mueller

PHILOSOPHICALLY, you as a collector of rare ma-
terial objects such as paper money are but one of
many custodians who will eventually own these items.

L'ke it or not, you are the passing entity on the scene.
In effect, the time that you will hold a note ranges from
a short period to, at the most, a few tens of years.
During your collecting career you will act as a temporary
curator for many tens to hundreds of notes. Eventually,
though, this responsibility will be assumed by someone
else.

Consequently, in an idealistic sense, it is a collector's
responsibility to act as a keeper of the notes and pre-
serve them for future generations to enjoy. The pres-
ervation of paper money is not synonymous with "im-
provement" or "restoration."

Therefore, it is this writer's opinion that washing or
any other doctoring of notes is a violation of a code of
ethics that must prevail in any collecting fraternity.
Futhermore, it is the opinion of the writer that those
responsible for the doctoring of notes constitute the single
greatest menace to paper money collecting, both to the
present and futu re generations. By physically altering
the notes, these people represent a greater hazard to the
hobby than a thief.

It is a sad commentary on the mentality of the present
market when one of the leading small note catalogues,
and recently an expensive comprehensive catalogue, has
a section on cleaning paper money. Worse is the fact
that the leading national numismatic organization has
a pamphlet for sale on doctoring paper money! Fried-
berg, recognizing the desire to own splendid notes, takes
a much more ethical and mature approach. In his cata-
logue he states: "In general, discriminating collectors
will not acquire fine or worse notes because they have
lost their aesthetic appeal, but this applies only to com-
mon notes. A really rare note has a ready market in even
poor condition, because it may not otherwise exist. . . ."

Why Notes Are Doctored

THERE are two principal reasons for doctoring a note,
be it a simple washing or a complete manicure
involving cleansing, trimming, restorations, or what

have you:

1. Attempt to raise the grade of a note to "increase"
its value.

2. Attempt to improve the appearance of a note so
that the owner is not ashamed to show "that
dirty rag."

Both attitudes reflect a desire to deceive, and both show
no basic respect for the piece of currency.

Probably the fundamental reason for note doctoring
is an attempt to satisfy the insatiable and misguided
desire of every collector to own nothing but gem speci-
mens. Condition has been so oversold that type collectors

have become the most vulnerable element to the doctoring
hazard. However, the desire to own the best permeates
all phases of the hobby, even National Bank Note col-
lecting where gem notes are virtually nonexistent.

Consider the attitude ingrained in many collectors.
Take any great rarity, say the $100 Gold Note shown
in Friedberg's catalogue as FR. 1166-c. It has been my
experience that about 40 percent of the type collectors
I know would be slightly to very ashamed to show this
note among their gems because it only grades fine or so.
They would say that it is only filling a hole until a better
copy comes along. In fact, many of these collectors would
give it a bath and press job. Little does it matter that
this great rarity is one of only a few of these notes to
have escaped redemption.

The point is that this type of collector (or dealer) has
no business owning such a rare piece because he simply
does not respect it. The other consideration is that notes
are designed to circulate, and a little dirt and wear pro-
vides their pedigree as a circulating medium. It is a
shame that the Treasury did not save these by the pack
like so many CC dollars for our fickle, modern type col-
lectors. Of course if the Treasury had, the notes would
not be worth owning as rarities. They would be held
simply for their aesthetic apnea' like so many $1 Educa-
tional notes.

Why, you may ask, is this writer so fanatical about
doctoring? The answer is that when a note is washed,
it loses a great deal. A very-fine or extra-fine note always
loses luster, colors dull, sheen vanishes, and the note
looks artificially flat when it comes out from under the
drying weights. The very-good and fine notes look pale
and actually lose body and detail from their designs. In
other words, paper just does not buff up like a coin.

As a note is washed, it actually loses its history. The
dirt was its pedigree and, in fact, hid the defects. There
is no better cosmetic for a fold than the dirt that fills
it. I will explain how this effect is restored in a sub-
sequent section, something all laundrymen should know.

Detection
EFORE a collector can counter doctored notes, he
must fully understand how they are doctored and
how to detect them readily. The following para-

graphs outline most of the principal doctoring techniques.
Remember, there are both hacks and experts in the busi-
ness. Consequently, all notes should be examined closely
before they are purchased.

Washing

Washed notes are easily spotted. Characteristically,
white streaks develop along all the folds that "break"
the paper as dirt is removed. After washing, notes in
grades lower than very fine usually look mottled; that is,
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the paper which normally has a grayish cast now ranges
through hues of white and pale yellow where the soap
or detergent has cleaned deeply into the worn paper.
Inevitably, when a note is washed the inks are paled,
especially those of the more delicate reverse and seal
colors. Every washer has experienced the fading of red
seals and serial numbers or bluing of green reverses.
The paper of notes that grade better than fine always
loses sheen. The hacks in the laundry business have a
bad record of skinning the paper where they have rubbed
a little too hard on notes in fine or lower grades. This
completely ruins the design elements or cuts holes through
the old paper.

On large-size Nationals, the signatures are usually
paled by washing and sometimes removed completely. It
must be emphasized, however, that missing or light sig-
natures are no cause for alarm as these tend to fade
naturally with time.

Washing is extremely detrimental to 1929 notes. The
bank information including the charter numbers, name
and location, and signatures on these notes was over-
printed in black ink on dry paper. Consequently, these
items are not well bonded to the paper. When washed,
they tend to detach or fade away. In many cases, the
inks run, leaving black smears on the face. One un-
scrupulous seller, who had ruined a couple of 1929
Nationals in this way, tried to pass them on to me as
printing smears at a stiff premium!

Because cleaning is largely an uncontrolled process
making it difficult to remove just the right amount of
dirt from the note as it is washed, washing must be coun-
tered by further doctoring to make the note look good. As
mentioned, dirt is the primary cover for defects in cir-
culated notes. Many sophisticated laundrymen like bright
white background paper, so they wash the notes almost
bleach white. Now, to fill in the design components that
have been washed away, they rub a little dirt into the
creases. This can be done with artists' charcoal or just
about any other source of convenient dirt. The hacks like
to rub on pencil lead which always leaves a horrible metal-
lic sheen in the doctored areas. If a particular portion of
the note is bleached out to a white and the rest remains
naturally brownish or grayish, the hue can be restored
to the white area by the application of a little coffee
which is allowed to dry. Several applications may be
needed for perfect toning or else the doctor may have
to make really strong coffee to get the desired results in
one or two tries!

Starch

Now that the note is clean, it needs body. The most
obvious solution is to starch it. This works fine but starch
usually leaves the note sticky and unnatural looking.
Granted, the note is firm, a little too firm, and usually
too thick. The new plastic-base starches are real hazards
for paper money. These leave a plastic coating on the
entire note which proves that it was doctored and for-
ever encases it in plastic.

Pressing

Pressed notes look unnatural because the folds are
smooth, the paper is flat, and the dimensions of the notes
are usually slightly distorted. Ironing jobs with a warm
or hot iron are readily distinguished because the centers
of the notes are flat but wrinkles and warps extend
radially outward to the edges leaving the border of the
note rippled at best and irreparably creased with lots
of minor folds.

Two dangers exist when ironing notes. The most
obvious is scorching the paper. I have been sent notes
that had the outline of an iron scorched into the paper.
This really does wonders for the appearance of the bill!
The second major danger comes from the modern ad-
vances in the steam iron. Many irons forcibly eject small

jets of steam. When a note is placed on a hard surface,
the steam actually penetrates part way into the paper
and blisters the note. The blisters are usually less than
i/4 inch in diameter but if the iron is left in place long
enough, several blisters will coalesce, leaving large areas
of the note blistered. One unknowing collector friend of
mine bought one of these blistered notes as a paper error.
The paper in his note was separated under about 1/5 of
the bill leaving the impression of a partially split bill.
He thought this was somehow attributed to the manu-
facturing process. A lot of scarce notes have been ruined
by ironing. The worst case I have observed was a $20
1929 note on Nevada that would have graded a very nice
fine had it not been ruined by blistering in an attempt
to raise it to an extra fine.

It is a great surprise for many neophite collectors to
learn that currency printed before the Series of 1957
Silver Certificates did not lie perfectly flat even in new
packs. The notes were printed on wet paper so when
they dried, minor ripples or even minor creases occurred.
This is particularly true of notes printed before 1940.
When these early notes are found in uncirculated condi-
tion, press jobs should be suspected if the notes are per-
fectly flat and smooth.

Erasing

Erasing is the fastest way to ruin a note. Most erasers
contain abrasives which literally grind the paper away.
When notes are erased, the designs are irretrievably lost
and the notes look lousy. Soft erasers can sometimes be
used to remove light pencil marks from new bills with
little less than loss of sheen in the impaired area. How-
ever, erasing of any kind on notes in fine or lower grades
leaves white or mottled scars on the doctored regions.
The hacks often erase the fields of a note between design
components to bring the paper up to a bright white. Of
course, the paper between the close design elements
remains grayish, and the bill looks distinctly unnatural.

Trimming

A favorite way to add beauty to a note is to trim away
the soiled margins. This does not mean cutting into the
meat of the design, just cutting away 1/16 inch or so
all the way around. Not only does this get rid of the
gray edges but it removes minor nicks and bruises. At
first glance, this really upgrades a note. The only problem
is that trimming reduces the size of a note to odd
dimensions. In addition, a close look reveals that the
bright edges are out of character with the circulation
evident on the rest of the note.

Let's face it, when a note has circulated to very-fine
condition, the edges show dirt, even if the rest of the
note appears sparkling white. In addition, the corners
are slightly rounded. Detection of trimming jobs is easy
because of these factors. If the note does not look small
but trimming is suspected, you need only turn it on its
edge to see if the cut is fresh and clean. The edges on
a trimmed note actually feel sharp, even on pieces that
grade fine.

Solvents

Many solvents exist for removing stains, oil, and dirt
from such things as upholstery, rugs, cloth, etc. These
range in chemical composition from strongly basic to
strongly acidic. All have been used at one time or
another to clean paper money. Most cleansers are too
strong for paper money and severely bleach the paper
to a flat white or remove printing as well as dirt. If you
really want nice clean money, simply wash it with hydro-
cloric acid. That will get the paper whiter than Clorox,
another popular laundryman's tool. The only problem is
that the reverse will turn blue or yellow and the red
seals will vanish. I have been offered, as printing errors,
notes with the red seals and serials removed by hydro-
chloric acid. The white paper was suspicious enough but
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the give-away was that the note has not been rinsed well
enough to get the acid smell out of the paper.

Some restoration with solvents can actually be con-
doned. Many collectors have watched, with horror, nice
gem notes they bought turn oily in plastic holders. There
is a simple cure. Simply soak the note in acetone, benzene
or xyelene which are common, rather inert organic sol-
vents available through any chemical supply house. These
will remove the oils by dissolving them, yet will not
remove a single fold or particle of dirt, or injure the
sheen of the paper. Stamp collectors have, for years,
used acetone or benzene to detect watermarks in even
the rarest stamps without harmful results.

Restoring Parts

A note, no matter how rare, with a large hole or corner
missing is aesthetically damaged from anyone's perspec-
tive. Occasionally, attempts are made to restore severely
damaged notes by using parts cut from more common
notes. This type of restoration is difficult to misrepresent
because the results are usually very obvious. However,
fraud is sometimes the objective. The most interesting
restoration ever passed on to me was a rare New Mexico
1929 note that was so badly washed that the portrait was
practically removed. The owner very carefully cut the
portrait from a common $5 and glued it to the New
Mexico National. This was done so skillfully that I was
almost taken by it.

A major problem that is just emerging is the resto-
ration of signatures on large-size National Bank Notes.
There is no question that the bank signatures are an
important part of a National Bank Note, not only from
aesthetic considerations but also from a historical point
of view. The demand for good signatures is so great
that, as expected, some unscrupulous sellers are carefully
adding these to notes. The hacks simply pen over faded
existing signatures, which is fairly obvious. The experts
are using rubber stamps made in imitation of genuine
signatures or simply using any rubber stamp signature
they can get their hands on. These are a distinct menace.
One should remember that ball-point pens postdate the
National Bank Note issues so signatures made with them
are fraudulent.

The Doctoring Menace

THE impact of one laundryman cannot be underesti-
mated. The field of National Bank note collecting
offers some sickeningly notorious examples. Here

notes are normally collected on a location basis. One
big buyer of a given state who cannot stand dirt can, in
a relatively short period, own a large percentage of
the scarce notes available from his state. Several identical
notes from the same town may pass through his hands
as he upgrades these pieces. Those that go back on the
market are permanently damaged by his laundry service.
When this mania afflicts several collectors in a region,
literally hundreds of scarce notes can be ruined.

A Partial Solution

A S long as there is a dollar market for paper money
that involved grading, there will be unethical, or
worse, fraudulent forces operating to deceive the

unwary collector and dealer. There are three primary
deterrents to this activity:

1. Educate the collector to recognize a doctored note.
2. Inform the collector that owning a note that is

not pristine is still an enviable achievement.
3. Adopt a policy where collectors and dealers sharply

discount doctored material. This practice already
operates well in the coin and stamp markets.

The latter is the prime deterrent to doctoring of the type
discussed here. No seller likes to have his material
returned, especially if the reason borders on ethical ques-
tion.

Collectors must realize that they are really few and one
buyer has a large voice in today's market. The collector
may have to turn down some rare notes but this painful
option gets the point across quickly. It only takes a few
returns before the idea hits the seller's pocketbook, and
undoctored material starts to flow again.

People who buy doctored notes become well known in
a short time, and it has been my experience that they
get all they will take! In real terms, the dealer is not
the culprit; he simply supplies what the customer wants.

It has been the experience of this writer that it is
possible to obtain notes in their original condition by
making it known that you will pay more than market
for undoctored items. For example, in the field of scarce
Nationals, I stand ready to pay fine or very fine prices
for undoctored very good notes if they are within my
collecting interest. My rationale is simple. In a short
time, the value of these undoctored pieces will rise and
surpass the prices I had to pay. Also, when it comes time
to sell them, there will be no ethical problems.

The ground swell of opinion against doctoring of notes
is growing rapidly. It will not be long before undoctored
material will command a premium just by virtue of
being in its original state. Doctoring of paper is fast
becoming equated with whizzing of coins. Until the time
that this attitude pervades the paper money market, the
menace posed by doctoring will be a difficult problem
for both the collector and dealer.

Gas Ration Coupons May Trigger Change Machines
Now that the 4.8 billion standby gasoline ration coupons

are in storage, the Federal Energy Office has admitted
the possibility that they can trigger dollar bill change-
making machines. In a UPI dispatch of May 17, 1974,
Gene Curella, an FEO spokesman, said the agency con-
sidered the mixup no problem because the coupons—rep-
resenting a three month supply—were kept under lock
and key at several secret locations.

"They're being treated like money—treated like gold,"
Curella replied, when asked about the security used to
protect the coupons from would-be theft.

Without alteration, the coupons are conceivably worth
$4.8 billion in coins because of their close resemblance to
a standard dollar bill. Although smaller in size, they
have a portait of George Washington just like the one
on a dollar bill, and therefore trigger the change ma-
chines.

The decision to use Washington's picture was to make
them "counterfeit proof," Curella said.

The FEO maintains that the coupons "would have never
been used" in dollar bill change machines if rationing
were needed because their open market value would have
exceeded $1.

However, Curella admitted that the coupons could create
problems if they fell into the wrong hands. He said the
FEO was reviewing various ways to alter the coupons "so
the change machine people can sleep better at night."
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